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Enregistering the nation: Bolsonaro’s populist branding of Brazil 

 
Daniel N. Silva 
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Abstract 

 
This paper is concerned with Jair Bolsonaro’s strategy of branding some enregistered 
tokens of recent polarizations, clashes and alignments that have indexed emerging forms 
of right-wing political membership in Brazil. In a short period of time, Bolsonaro went 
from being unknown in the national political debate to being an emblem for sectors of the 
population dissatisfied with the “system”, and now to being a far-right populist president 
widely cited in Brazilian and international discussions of politics. Empirically, the paper 
focuses on the historical conditions for the emergence of the populist register that the 
Bolsonaro campaign appropriated and commoditized in its digital strategy of recruiting 
voters. The analysis draws on discursive patterns in the social media accounts of Jair 
Bolsonaro and his three sons, Eduardo, Flávio, and Carlos Bolsonaro, as well as on the 
citations of their populism in a larger discursive sphere. In a scalar movement that, 
according to Ernesto Laclau, is typical of populism, Bolsonaro extended the category of 
the “people” beyond the plebs (i.e., the segment of the people whose demands he tries to 
assimilate, e.g. fathers who are afraid of (homo)sexual indoctrination in schools) to 
encompass the populus, or the totality of the people that constitute, according to Laclau, 
the “popular subject” of populism. Through an intricate mechanics of digital groups in 
WhatsApp and social media, Bolsonaro’s campaign simultaneously spread particular 
binary political tokens and grouped them under certain rubrics that circulated as brands of 
Brazil as a place that represents conservative values and aspirations.  

 
 
1. Introduction 

 
In October 2018, Brazilians elected Jair Bolsonaro, a federal representative from the 
State of Rio de Janeiro and a retired army captain who had made inflammatory (and 
for many, hateful) declarations during the presidential run, such as “minorities have to 
bend down to the majority… The minorities [should] either adapt or simply vanish” 
(cited in The Guardian 2018). He won a runoff against Fernando Haddad, a professor 
of political science and former minister of education from the Workers Party (Partido 
dos Trabalhadores, henceforth PT). Haddad replaced Luis Inácio Lula da Silva just 
three weeks ahead of the first round of elections. Lula, an ex-president of Brazil, had 
launched his candidacy from prison, and was waiting for the Electoral Justice to 
decide about his future in the elections. 

A question that we may equally ask political science and sociolinguistics is: How 
did a candidate with an extremist discourse, relatively unknown in the national 
political debate up to his mediatized remarks in 2014 – when he told Maria do 
Rosario, his colleague in the House of Representatives, “I’m not going to rape you, 
because you’re very ugly” (cited in Brum 2018) – was projected to the post of 
Executive chief of a country that seemed to have consolidated its democratic process 
after a dictatorship that lasted 21 years (1964-1985)?  Explanations about the victory 
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of Bolsonaro cover different factors, such as: the scenario of political instability 
triggered by the controversial impeachment of Dilma Rousseff in 2016, which brought 
to an end 13 years of hegemony of the PT in the executive; an economic crisis that 
augmented the political instability in 2015, when Ms. Rousseff began her second 
incumbency; the interference of the judiciary in the political field, epitomized by judge 
Sergio Moro’s conducting of Lava Jato, or Car Wash criminal investigation, that 
resulted in Lula’s arguable arrest in April 2018, in a process that was likely sped up to 
meet the electoral calendar; and finally, Bolsonaro’s electoral marketing, which 
calibrated a populist discourse pitting the “people” against the “system,” the “man in 
the street” against the “oligarchs,” the “good citizen” (cidadão de bem) against “the 
perverts from the left.” 

In addition to articulating this set of binary oppositions, Bolsonaro’s electoral 
marketing disseminated them through an intricate network of circulation of messages – 
a process of dissemination first enacted in hierarchically positioned WhatsApp groups, 
then recycled on Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram interactions (Pavarin 2019). 
According to Leticia Cesarino (2018, 2019), who has ethnographically studied these 
digital groups, Bolsonaro’s marketing campaign created the “Bolsosphere”, a pun on 
words she created to single out a networked sphere of discourse circulation that is 
alternative to the traditional circuits and channels of communication in electoral 
campaigns. The latter primarily relies on the time allotted to parties for propaganda on 
the TV and radio, as well as on the news, editorials, and opinion articles in corporate 
media outlets and their citations. During the campaign, Bolsonaro had only 8 seconds 
of party propaganda on the TV, as opposed to 2 minutes and 23 seconds by 
Lula/Haddad, and 5 minutes and 32 seconds by Geraldo Alckmin, a candidate who 
represented traditional center-right segments that had, since the democratic reopening, 
disputed the hegemony with the PT. Yet Bolsonaro’s campaign ingenuously bypassed 
this circuit by using digital media – and especially by engineering a massive 
distribution of memes and factually distorted news through WhatsApp, thereby 
producing an image of authority for himself as a former army captain who spoke, 
dressed and behaved like “the people.” 

Even though Bolsonaro had been a legislator for 28 years, “passing as” (Borba 
2019)1 an outsider – or as someone from the “people” who was fighting the system – 
was fundamental for his electoral success. In the campaign, passing as a member of 
the people largely depended on invoking certain models of language and the 
sociocultural order and on commoditizing particular semiotic and linguistic forms that 

                                                         
1 I am here invoking Rodrigo Borba’s (2019) discussion of the metadiscursive conditions for someone 
to pass as a “true transsexual” in the Universal Health Care System (SUS) in Brazil. Borba argues that 
rigid techniques of governamentality, in the Foucaultian sense, and equally rigid metapragmatic 
requirements frame health professionals’ expectations of how a person who wants to undergo a gender 
reassignment surgery ought to behave, feel and talk. In his ethnography with users of the SUS, Borba 
noticed that ‘passing as a true transsexual’, i.e., enacting a performance that was expected by a 
metasemiotic regime, was a strategy largely effective in ‘passing through’ the evaluative system that 
grants the public treatment. I understand passing as a strategic public enactment of identity. Borba 
argues that, through passing, a trans client “is led to speak a language that is not hers” (p. 21). Yet she 
may feel obligated by this language in future institutional performances. In Bolsonaro’s case, even 
though he was not historically a populist politician, his performance in the Executive is still geared to 
passing as an “uncle talking while cooking barbecue”, as his talk is now often framed. 
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emulated these models. In this paper, I argue that passing as “a man from the people” 
was a marketing strategy that simultaneously relied on a recent process of 
enregisterment in Brazil, and benefited from the emerging enregistered tokens by 
branding them as nationalist icons to be entextualized in a circuit of political and 
economic transnational interests.  

In his discussion of the conditions for the emergence in the 18th century of the 
phonolexical register of Standard British English, which went from being inexistent in 
the 17th century to becoming the commodified semiotic register of today, Asif Agha 
(2007) argues that processes of enregisterment are closely tied to the socio-historical 
production of semiotic value. Agha’s narration of the socio-historical formation of this 
register also means that, after a certain point in the history of Britain, people could 
mutually focus their attention to a “thing” – a Standard pronunciation – that previously 
did not exist as a nameable category. I would like to retain this idea of focal attention 
to an emerging register that became distinct  over time because I believe that the 
question is at the basis of the success of Bolsonaro’s electoral marketing. In a short 
period of time, Bolsonaro went from being unknown in the national political debate to 
being an emblem for sectors of the population dissatisfied with the “system” to 
currently being a far-right populist widely cited in Brazilian and international 
discussions of politics. 

One also reads in Agha (2007) that regardless of the scale of communicative 
encounters – “whether they involve two people, or two million” (p. 69) – interactants 
establish a communicative link to others neither because they strictly share the same 
pre-structured grammar (see Hanks 1996) nor, even in the case of face-to-face 
encounters, because they share a situation of co-presence with other interlocutors, but 
because interactants are able to “mutually orient to signs and messages” (Agha 2007: 
69). Processes of enregisterment are responsible for historically creating links between 
communicative forms and their indexical values (e.g., images of person, social 
organization, social time or social space). Seen as “a moment-interval of a process of 
enregisterment” (Agha 2007: 80), a register is thus a cultural crystallization of 
indexical associations between certain traits of language and particular images of 
people. With a minor or larger durability, a register assigns a certain degree of stability 
and coherence to how a group of interactants mutually orient themselves through a 
chain of semiotic encounters.2  

                                                         
2 The notion of ‘chain’ is fundamental in Agha’s theorization of how semiotic processes, such as the 
performativity of language, language socialization and enregisterment, come into being. Take for 
instance the performativity of proper names (Agha 2003, p. 65-77). We are frequently asked to present 
documents such as a driver’s license or a passport in situations where a validation of the authenticity of 
one’s juridical identity is necessary. Thus this discrete event of authentication, in which a police or 
immigration officer performatively verifies that we are legally ourselves, relies on a semiotic history, or 
a chain of semiotic events: these documents of our adult life are based on prior speech events in which 
our personal names were paired with their referents by metadiscursive agents (in Brazil, for instance, a 
“certificate of born alive”, which connects a newborn with a name and a gender, is issued by the 
hospital; this first baptismal certificate is mandatory for subsequent speech events such as the issuing of 
a birth certificate and a religious baptism). These speech events are consequential for referential and 
performative practices of all sorts: even though only a few people (a “small social domain”, in Agha’s 
terms) were present in these baptismal speech events, a larger segment of people may become 
acquainted with the baptismal pairing through further semiotic activity. As Agha (2003, p. 66) notes, 
“[t]he overall effect of such a historical chain of speech events is to make a particular kind of linguistic 
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This paper thus investigates how Bolsonaro’s campaign drew from, and 
participated in, the enregisterment of semiotic and linguistic forms that have figured in 
contemporary Brazil as a register of the “people.” The popular register that Bolsonaro 
invoked in his campaign and has recycled in his early executive activity is selective 
and contrastive. Selective: this metasemiotic process has singled out certain forms of 
talking about the political situation (e.g., critiques of politically correct language, 
frames of public teachers’ talk as enacting sexual and political indoctrination) that 
evoke the image of a segment of the population. Yet in Bolsonaro’s populist strategy 
this index of a fragment is projected as representing an entire population (see Laclau 
2005a). Contrastive: this process of linguistic and semiotic reanalysis is embedded in a 
demarcation of boundaries differentiating this segment of a population from an enemy. 
The PT, artists, public teachers, China, Venezuela, the Arab World and other 
“enemies” would all figure as an existential threat and a “constitutive outside” 
(Cesarino 2019) to the register recently produced in Brazil.  

Empirically, my analysis focuses on the historical conditions for the emergence of 
the populist register that the Bolsonaro campaign appropriated and commoditized in its 
digital strategy of recruiting voters. For the analysis that follows, I looked at the social 
media accounts of Jair Bolsonaro and his three sons, Eduardo, Flávio, and Carlos 
Bolsonaro, in addition to news articles and opinion papers in the media about 
Bolsonaro’s campaign and about the polarization in the Brazilian political field in the 
past four years. Like other analysts of country branding (Woydack in press) and 
“digital populism” (Cesarino 2019), I have looked at indirect – or reactive, in Peirce’s 
(1955) theory of indexicality – evidence of the discursive patterns of populist branding 
in Bolsonaro’s campaign. As Woydack (in press) discusses in her account of the 
reinvention of a German brand in the World Cup of 2006, “branding is usually not a 
democratic process but happens behind closed doors” (p. 6).  This is exactly the case 
of Bolsonaro’s “digital populism”, as Cesarino (2019) terms it. For Cesarino, the 
intricate mechanism of creation and replication of messages in the Bolsosphere must 
have involved “some kind of ‘science of populism’”. The systematic and hierarchic 
chains of diffusion of messages, as well as their “manual for reading and replicating” 
or communicable projection (Briggs 2005), seems to have been carefully planned. 
Cesarino suggests that the “recursivity between theory and practice” of the science of 
populism enacted in Bolsonaro’s electoral strategy “becomes more powerful as it is 
fractalized across the digital landscape: anyone, anywhere with an internet connection 
is able to quickly and effectively pick up these discursive patterns and reproduce them 
intuitively.”  

In what follows, Section 2 parses out a folk rationalization of Bolsonaro’s electoral 
marketing. Based on this metasemiotic sketch, Section 3 moves to explaining the two 
main opposing populist strategies in the Brazilian elections, in addition to showing 
how these populist accounts projected brands of Brazil for different transnational 

                                                                                                                                                                  

behavior – [for instance,] the act of using a particular name for a particular person – socially replicable 
through a process of communicative transmission”. In this paper, I thus follow Agha’s concept of chain 
of semiotic encounters both by probing how encounters may project previous or future chains (e.g. by 
citing past semiotic encounters or by indexing their prospective circuits) and analytically by grouping 
historical events in coherent chains.   
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circuits. Section 4 unpacks a “semiotic chain” (Agha 2007) from which Bolsonaro 
drew the metacomunicative force of his populist tropes. Section 5 and the conclusion 
discuss the accomplishments and pitfalls of Bolsonaro’s main branding trope, “Brazil 
above everything. God above everyone” – a slogan that is lodged in the same citational 
circuit as Donald Trump’s main branding of the U.S., “Make America great again.” 

 
 

2. Populism and electoral marketing 

 
Rationalizations about Bolsonaro’s communicative marketing are legion. I will begin 
by singling out the justifications for Bolsonaro’s electoral efficacy expressed in an 
editorial of “Mundo do Marketing”, or “World of Marketing” website (Mello 2018). I 
chose this article because it iconizes comments about the register and 
communicability3 of Bolsonaro’s talk, and about the mechanics of the diffusion of 
messages in his campaign. Signed by Bruno Mello, the editorial points that there are 
similarities between the presidential campaigns of Barack Obama, Donald Trump and 
Bolsonaro. All these marketing campaigns had the common trait of engaging “digital 
social media as the stage for mobilizing electors.”4 For the editorial, the most 
successful Brazilian example is Bolsonaro. “Without having support from a great 
Digital Marketing professional or large sums of money”, Bolsonaro was successful in 
communicating his discourse and being massively voted for three reasons: “1) the 
engagement of a large part of his voters on the digital environment; 2) not only 
defending the same ideas (sic) but also expressing them on a clear, simple, sometimes 
rigid manner; 3) regularly getting closer and talking to his audience, both online and 
offline (note the storm of selfies with the then candidate).” 
 

In addition, the editorial argues that Obama, Trump and Bolsonaro’s campaigns 
“share a similarity beyond the digital: their followers and potential electors were 
evidently going against their opponents’ proposals and/or dissatisfied with the course 
of the country.” To communicate his revolt against the “system”, Bolsonaro’s 
resources would have been only “a keyboard, a mouse and a smartphone connected to 
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Youtube and WhatsApp.” These inexpensive gadgets 
would have allowed for Bolsonaro’s “shooting his beliefs” and “being influenced by a 
horde of followers (…) who amount to more than 18 million people on social 
networks.”5 With the aid of Carlos Bolsonaro, his son – a councillor in the city of Rio 
                                                         
3 I am referring to Charles Briggs’ (2005, 2011) notion of communicability as the process by which 
“cultural constructions of the production, circulation, and reception of cultural forms enter into how we 
inhabit particular cultural worlds” (Briggs 2011: 224). Briggs puns on everyday definitions of 
‘communicable’ as transparent, straightforward transmission of information, and on the medical sense 
of communicable diseases as those that spread easily. The World of Marketing’s editorial portrays 
Bolsonaro’s communication to his publics as linear, “unfiltered,” and “direct.” This editorial thus 
metapragmatically projects modes of text production, dissemination and consumption in that campaign 
as “communicable”, i.e., transparent and infectious: the projected publics would thus easily “get the 
message” and spread it rapidly. 
4 All translations into English of cited fragments of text and talk only available in Portuguese are mine. 
5 For many analysts, the novelty of Bolsonaro’s campaign stemmed from the unprecedented use of 
WhatsApp as an alternative sphere of discourse circulation and from his performance as a social media 
influencer. Leticia Cesarino (2018) has documented how the campaign fractalized the marketing and a 
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de Janeiro and a “member of the Millennial Generation” – Bolsonaro became a digital 
influencer. His live transmissions informally took place in his living room, “where a 
Brazilian flag was taped in an improvised manner and a mosquito killer racket was 
laid on the table” . Figure 1, extracted from Bolsonaro’s Twitter, displays the table 
where his live transmissions take place. In addition to the flag and the racket, one sees 
a Hanukkah menorah (Jewish candelabrum), a globe, and a clay jug in the living room. 
These objects point to different aspects of Bolsonaro’s populist performance: 
respectively, his alliance with right-wing politics in Israel, his critique of “globalism”, 
and his (team’s) effort in identifying him as a “man from the people”. Ana Lucia Silva 
de Souza (personal communication) highlighted the significance of Helio Negão, the 
Afro-Brazilian man, sitting next to Bolsonaro. Herself an Afro-Brazilian researcher in 
racial relations, Souza points that Helio Negão, who was elected federal representative 
from Rio de Janeiro as ‘Helio Bolsonaro’, figures as one of the “objects” in this 
mosaic. Wearing a T-shirt that reads, “My color is Brazil”, he never spoke, and was 
frequently invoked by Bolsonaro to counter accusations of his being racist.  

 
 

 
Figure 1 – Live speech from Bolsonaro’s apartment 

https://twitter.com/Bolsonaronewss/status/1056307919657070592 
 
 

According to the Editorial, a dramatic and emotional layer is also embedded in 
Bolsonaro’s success: “Since he was stabbed with a knife, Bolsonaro spoke to the 
people from his living room. From there he contested some inadequate comments of 
his allies and communicated all that happened to him, in the heat of events, with a tone 
charged with emotion, without any filter.” Besides, Bolsonaro “broke the protocol, and 
(…) talked to the public in a live Facebook transmission at the same table (…) in his 
                                                                                                                                                                  
portion of the candidate’s agency through his network. The real possibility of interacting with an 
influencer through social media was widely exploited. For example, some memes would ask one to 
“make this message reach Bolsonaro.” In this sense, Mello claims that Bolsonaro would be influenced 
by the users, while disseminating his beliefs.  

https://twitter.com/Bolsonaronewss/status/1056307919657070592
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house, with a bad Internet connection that kept failing.” The Editorial then concludes 
that Bolsonaro captivated his followers even if he modified marketing rules: “[That is], 
he gave the clients (here, the electors) what they wanted while maintaining a close 
relationship to them.” 

The metapragmatic comments by Bruno de Mello emphasize certain spontaneity 
and simplicity in Bolsonaro’s speech and semiotic action – the candidate, according to 
him, expresses his ideas “on a clear, simple, sometimes rigid manner”. The 
dissemination of messages was also done in a simple, linear way: “Without having 
support from a great Digital Marketing professional or large sums of money”. The 
retired Army captain only needed a keyboard and a smartphone for his live 
appearances from his living room, “with a bad Internet connection that kept failing”. 
These metasemiotic justifications also associate a linear circuit connecting his son 
“from the Millenial generation” to the people, in an emotive contact, “without any 
filter”, facilitated by the digital media. 

Mello’s metacomunicative account is flawed for a number of reasons. Recent 
studies in anthropology, sociology and linguistics have demonstrated that Bolsonaro’s 
spontaneity is strategically manipulated (Cesarino 2019; Solano 2018; El Jaick in 
press)6. Investigative journalism has found evidence that third party companies 
illegally hired services of mass dissemination of messages in favor of Bolsonaro on 
WhatsApp  (Campos Mello 2018, Pavarin 2019, Magenta et al. 2018). A post on 
Twitter by one of Bolsonaro’s three sons involved in politics, Eduardo Bolsonaro, also 
reveals that the Brazilian strategy of Bolsonaro is globalized.  Eduardo is posing on a 
picture with Steve Bannon, Donald Trump’s main strategist for the presidential 
campaign. An excerpt of the post reads, “We had a great conversation and we share 
the same worldview. He said be (sic) an enthusiast of Bolsonaro’s campaign and we 
are certainly in touch to join forces, especially against cultural marxism”. Therefore, 
there are gaps between Mello’s portrayal of unplanned performance and the evidence 
of the professional planning of political messages, and between Mello’s account of the 
grassroots dissemination of Bolsonaro’s enregistered tokens and indications of a 
professional mechanism for the production and transmission of messages.  

                                                         
6 The semiotic analysis that I present later in this paper is meant to unpack this rehearsed spontaneity. 
Yet it seems like the very infrastructure of dissemination of messages on pro-Bolsonaro WhatsApp 
groups has been devised in ways to cause an impression of spontaneity. Couching her analysis in the 
theory of systems, Cesarino (2018) found enough evidence in this direction: “Even though the agents in 
these digital networks were ‘free’ to share whatever they like, the content itself seemed to have been 
oriented by some sort of planned directionality, given the sheer regularity of certain discursive patterns” 
(p. 13). One of such regularities was the systematic claim of spontaneous marketing pro-Bolsonaro by 
his voters. Especially after he was stabbed, his followers would justify his unwillingness to participate 
in official debates by saying that they themselves would debate ideas and do the campaign for him. Yet 
some metapragmatic comments – some of them first relayed in groups in the highest ranking of the 
Bolsosphere hierarchy, i.e. where only an admin is able to post – would instigate the fractalized 
marketing by the voters. Marcella Ramos, a journalist specialized in checking facts of news, wrote that 
after the Folha de S. Paulo denounced the illegal hiring of companies for the dissemination of messages 
through international SIM cards (which enabled a larger number of users in a group), “voters of 
Bolsonaro claimed that their sharing of contents about Bolsonaro is spontaneous. In pro-Bolsonaro 
WhatsApp groups, there is a chain of messages inviting the users to cancel their newspaper 
subscriptions, accompanied by the hash tag #MarqueteirosdoJair [or Bolsonaro’s marketing agents]” 
(Ramos, 2018). 
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However, this paper is not concerned with spelling out these inconsistencies, but 
with unpacking the social and semiotic conditions that paved the way for Bolsonaro’s 
speech and semiotic acting to pass as a popular, simple and “unfiltered” performance. 
In other words, gauging the conditions that allowed for Bolsonaro’s passing as an 
outsider fighting the system – i.e., as a populist leader, in Ernesto Laclau’s (2005a) 
terms – requires that we parse a process of enregisterment from which Bolsonaro’s 
marketing campaign partially drew its force. Agha (2007: 81) explains that to talk of 
enregisterment is to talk of cultural formations that dynamically give rise to registers, 
or the sociolinguistic products of “stereotypical indexical values [assigned to] 
performable signs”. In this sense, Mello’s reflexive model (like multiple other similar 
models) about Bolsonaro’s speech as being clear, simple, and rigid, effective in 
representing the desire of those “dissatisfied with the course of the country” – in sum, 
a populist register – points to a “sociocultural phase, an interval in a process of 
enregisterment” (p. 80). Through a relatively short “semiotic chain” (Agha 2007), 
Bolsonaro went from being a relatively unknown federal deputy who represented 
sectors of the military in Rio de Janeiro to standing as a popular leader – or as a 
“myth” (as he is called by many of his followers), i.e. a politician who despises 
politically correct language and says what he thinks, thereby “shooting his beliefs” and 
“being influenced by a horde of followers (…) who amount to more than 18 million 
people on social networks,” as Mello justified.  

As I will discuss in the next section, this electoral marketing also commoditized a 
certain image of the “Brazilian people” – a form of scaling that amplified the demands 
of certain sectors of the people as the demands of an entire people. According to 
Laclau (2005a), this is precisely one of the aspects of the mechanics of populism. For 
instance, imagine that in a neighborhood different groups of people have specific 
demands that were not fulfilled by institutional politics – male workers demand a new 
line of transportation for work, female workers demand day care for their children, a 
group of students demand a sport facility in their school, sex workers demand security 
in a specific street. Laclau explains that populism works by capturing these different 
discrete, sometimes incompatible social demands, which were ignored by institutional 
politics, as an equivalent bundle of popular demands. Yet the very act of grouping – 
i.e. of rendering incompatible demands homologous through an “equivalential logic” 
as opposed to a “differential logic” of the original demands (Laclau, 2005b, p. 43-44) 
– becomes ambivalent, as the demands are different in nature, sometimes conflicting 
with one another. These now equivalent demands are  then scaled  as the demands of 
an “entire people”, embodied by a “popular subject”, and opposed to an “enemy” (e.g., 
the “system” or the “oligarchs” who ignored popular calls for policies). In Bolsonaro’s 
far-right populism, this strategy of scaling the “people” has also worked as a form of 
producing a brand of Brazil to be commoditized in a specific circuit of projected 
transnational business and diplomacy. 
 
 
3. Two different renditions of populism in the presidential election 

 
While the electoral process unfolded in Brazil, different invocations of the “people” 
were performed by the two main presidential candidates. For instance, in an interview 
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on 28 August 2018 for Rede Globo’s Jornal Nacional, the main TV news program in 
Brazil, Jair Bolsonaro responded to a question about his past declarations that he 
“would rather have a dead son than a gay son” or that “a gay neighbor downgrades the 
value of an apartment” by saying that he is not a homophobe (Jornal Nacional 2018). 
Against the rules of the live interview, he showed the Brazilian rendition of the book 
“Willie: A User’s Guide” (Bruller & Bruller 2008)7 to the camera, and said that the 
book had been distributed to the public schools by the PT administration. “[In 2010] I 
was in the House of Representatives and saw people who were dressed strangely. I 
asked the security: ‘Will there be any gay pride parade in the House?’ And I learned 
that […] they were in the middle of the 9th Children’s LGBT Conference. They were 
going to celebrate the publication […] of a ‘gay kit’. This book was part of the 
material.” In a discourse flawed by factual inconsistencies – the book had never been 
distributed by the Ministry of Education; the National LGBT Conference was not a 
children’s conference but a conference about sexuality, education and gender roles in 
childhood and adolescence (Coletta 2018) – Bolsonaro reiterated a moral opposition 
that was almost everywhere in his campaign: The good, honest, right-wing, law-
abiding citizen who is in favor of morality in politics and in the family versus the bad, 
corrupt, left-winger who wants to pervert our society e.g. by sexualizing our children, 
by indoctrinating our students with communist ideas or by surviving from the welfare 
state. Other sets of oppositions are fractally related to this one, but at this point, it is 
sufficient to capture the moral binary in his live discourse on Brazil’s main TV 
channel: the people he defends were iconized by “a father who does not want to get 
home and see his son playing with a doll because he was influenced by the school,” a 
moral corruption that would have been imposed by an enemy, the PT, during the 
thirteen years when Lula (2002-2010) and Dilma (2011-2016) served as presidents.  

On the other side of the political spectrum, the PT’s campaign produced other sets 
of oppositions, usually revolving around issues of rights, labor and inclusion of the 
working classes and the poor versus the interests of the economic, political and legal 
elites. Even though the PT had been the leader of the executive for over a decade, thus 
participating in the “establishment,” its discourse was then uttered from the standpoint 
of an opposition. Its charismatic leader, Lula, is an immigrant who left the poor 
Northeast region to become a union leader in São Paulo and then one of the most 
popular presidents of the country. Just six months before the elections, he was 
imprisoned over controversial allegations of money laundering and corruption. In a 

                                                         
7 The Brazilian translation’s title literally reads: “Sexual Organs and Co: An Unusual Guide for Trendy 
Children”, or “Aparelho Sexual e Companhia: Um guia inusitado para crianças descoladas” (Bruller & 
Bruller 2007). Bolsonaro lied about the book being purchased by the Ministry of Education and 
distributed in public schools for kids. After the interview, the Ministry of Education responded to a 
request of information from El País and confirmed that there was no such acquisition (Coletta 2018). In 
2011, the Ministry of Culture – not the Ministry of Education – purchased “28 copies of the book (…) 
which were sent to different public libraries. The Ministry of Culture said that no book was sent to 
schools” (Coletta 2018). Fernandes (2011) explains that, in 2010, Bolsonaro had branded a project of 
educational material that had been prepared for addressing homophobia in schools as “gay kit”. 
Together with an evangelical federal representative, he criticised the “School Without Homophobia 
Seminar” that took place in the House of Representatives by saying: “Members of parliament, this year 
a ‘gay kit’ is being distributed to stimulate homosexualism and promiscuity. We have to address this 
theme, vote on this question, and not allow the government teach this subject to the kids” (Bolsonaro, 
cited in Fernandes 2011: 333). 
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long interview that journalists and writers conducted with him before he was arrested, 
then turned into the book The Truth Will Win: The People Know Why They’ve 
Condemned Me, Lula (2018) responded to Ivana Jinkings’ question about why he 
decided to be a presidential candidate by saying:  

 
It is because, at this point of the history of Brazil, in the absence of a better name, 
it is necessary to have someone with credibility in society. Someone who will be 
trusted by society. Someone who will make Brazil regain its international 
credibility. And someone who understands the people. Someone who talks less 
about economics and more about the soul of this people. (Lula 2018: 121)  

 
Lula’s populist discourse opposed what he framed as popular demands not to the 

communists, sexual perverts or bandits that populate Bolsonaro’s discourse, but to the 
economic elites, “who [do not] understand the people,” do not talk to their “soul.” In 
the following passage, Lula translates a conflictive interaction between a worker and a 
mugger on a street of São Paulo into a conflict between the people and an unequal 
economic structure: “A country where the people mug and kill for a cell phone, for a 
jacket, for a pair of sneakers… This is connected less to banditry than to the 
socioeconomic question. The poor stealing from the poor! Joana, […] who works in 
my house, was getting to work and a man told her: “give me your phone and be 
quiet!”, and she replied: “I don’t have a cell phone”. (…) She was desperate, you 
know?” (Lula 2018: 83-84). 

Although their political aspirations point to opposing locations on the political 
spectrum, Bolsonaro and Lula articulated their campaigns in populist terms. As 
Ernesto Laclau (2005a, 2005b) and Chantal Mouffe (2005, 2018) have claimed, 
populism is not a set of political contents to the right or the left but a “mode of 

articulation of whatever social, political or ideological contents” (Laclau, 2005b: 34). 
Thus, Bolsonaro and Lula, despite their ideological positionalities, did a populist 
articulation of the political field by producing a “popular subject”. This popular 
subject, says Laclau (2005b: 43), depends on “the building up of an internal frontier 
dividing the social space into two camps”. In the popular field, the specific demands of 
a fraction of the people – for instance, fathers afraid of homosexual indoctrination, 
Brazilian physicians suspicious of Cuban doctors, upper middle class individuals 
angry at the mobility of the poor – are captured as equivalent demands. These 
individual demands (from a sector of the people, the plebs) are grouped by the populist 
leader on a plane of equivalences and projected as unified demands. In other words, 
originally, unfulfilled demands of discrete segments of the people (i.e. the plebs) are 
specific and sometimes mutually contradictory. A populist leader then groups them as 
the demands of a whole people (the populus), and the resulting people are positioned 
as unified, occupying a distinct side on the social space, as opposed to another side, 
signified as “communist”, “hegemonic”, “oppressive”, “established”. In the next 
section, I explain how processes of equivalence and semiotic expansion have worked 
in the political polarization that sparked with the 2013 mass protests in Brazil. 

In explaining how the people are stuck together as a group in populist discourse, 
Laclau explains that, in addition to the logic of equivalence and the opposition to an 
enemy, an affective identification with the leader is necessary. In his words: “almost 
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imperceptibly, the equivalential logic leads to a singularity, and singularity to 
identification of the unity of the group with the name of the leader” (Laclau, 2005a: 
100). For Laclau, the identification with the name of the leader is simultaneously 
iconic, performative and affective. There is no populism that is not attached to a 
charismatic leader, thus leaders such as Lula, Perón, Bolsonaro, Hitler, and Trump 
iconize their populist politics.  And the efficacy of populist discourse depends on an 
affective dimension. Laclau (2005a: 116) is unambiguous in saying that “there is no 
populism without affective investment in a partial object”, i.e., an aim, a figure, a 
symbol. Framing his political theory in psychoanalytic terms, he summarizes: “The 
need to constitute a ‘people’ (a plebs claiming to be a populus) arises only when that 
fullness is not achieved, and partial objects within society (aims, figures, symbols) are 
so cathected that they become the name of its absence” (p. 116-117).  

In Laclau’s theory of populism, the people stand as a category that is 
performatively and affectively produced. As we read in the paragraph above, this 
discursive production is lodged in an affective investment (denoted by a 
psychoanalytic theory of ‘cathexis’) that is enacted through a linguistic operation of 
naming. Yet, anthropologically and sociolinguistically speaking, an argument about a 
referential practice of naming such as Laclau’s – i.e. that the act of naming by the 
populist leader retroactively produces the people (or other objects) s/he refers to – 
needs to incorporate dynamic and emerging features of context that imbue referential 
acts with “efficacy” (e.g. illocutionary or perlocutionary force in Austin’s (1962) 
performative model). Different theories have produced models for the performative 
efficacy of naming and other forms of referring. For instance, Derrida (1977) and 
Butler (1997) explain that chains of citations are the basis for the illocutionary force of 
an utterance. Agha (2007: 85—96) theorizes that acts of referring are ways of 
projecting discourse that produce “referents or things talked about”, entities that 
require “further semiotic activity” to be understood as “real things”. Agha (2003, p. 
65) also invokes Saul Kripke’s theory of proper names to argue that the efficacy of 
interactants’ mutually pairing a name and a referent  “cannot become a social fact 
independently of a historical process through which the social domain of the name-
referent pairing is established, or grows, or shrinks”.  (For Agha, the ‘social domain’ 
refers to the number of people acquainted with a semiotic relationship, in this case, the 
referential practice of pairing a name and a referent.)   

In this sense, Laclau’s psychoanalytic theory of the affective unification of the 
people through the act of naming requires empirical illustration of the historically-
specific sociolinguistic unification of the category of the people. This question could 
be translated as: How does populist discourse produce the register of what will be 
selected as the “speech” of the people? Which social circuits and institutions 
authenticate this register as “proper”, i.e. an “index” of the people, necessarily distinct 
from the inimical side (e.g. the oligarchs, the elites, the communists)?  If, politically, 
as Laclau (2005b, p. 48) argues, “populist discourse does not simply express some 
kind of original popular identity; it actually constitutes the latter” (Laclau’s italics), 
how could a sociolinguistic analysis parse populist discourse as representing, naming 
and retroactively inventing the people? Besides, if elections are mediatized practices – 
that is, “practices that link forms of communication to forms of commoditization” 
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(Agha 2015: S175) – how do populist speech tokens become branded as commodities 
that index certain markets, publics, and aspirations?  

In Bolsonaro’s and Lula’s discursive production of the people, the stretched 
category of the people is predicated in the creation or recycling of particular brands of 
Brazil. For instance, Lula speaks above in a mediatized semiotic encounter (an 
interview strategically produced before his imprisonment, and meant to be 
entextualized in a book and other text-formats) about the necessity of the country 
electing a president who makes Brazil “regain its international credibility,” in a 
reiteration of the prestige of his international politics’ multilateralism, and South-
South cooperation (Visentini & Silva 2010). Also embedding his discourse in a 
mediatized setting such as a news interview for a channel with a large social reach, 
Bolsonaro does not say it, but his talk of the need for a country free from an alleged 
(homo)sexual indoctrination in schools draws from U.S.-based movements to stop 
supposedly Marxist and sexual indoctrination in North American schools (Miguel 
2016).  
 
 
4. A semiotic chain 

 
In Agha’s (2007) model, a semiotic history is necessary for the emergence of a 
register.  In this sense, Bolsonaro at once benefited from and participated in the 
ongoing historical process of enregisterment of the language of politics in Brazil. In 
the previous section, following Laclau, I exemplified two basic discursive moves in 
Bolsonaro’s populist register – moves that may be understood as scalar operations 
since they involve a basic feature of scales, namely “the organization of perspectives 
on objects of knowledge” (Strathern 2004, p. xv). Through his communicative 
performance, Bolsonaro scaled a “fraction of the Brazilian people” (the plebs) up to 
the “whole people of Brazil” (the populus) and resized the latter as a commoditized 
country brand. Commoditization is here seen as the increasing embedding of semiotic 
and communicative resources in the market economy. Although this process is not 
new (see Bourdieu 1982), the conditions of neoliberalism have enhanced the ways in 
which communicative practices turn into “circulating communicative resources” 
(Heller and Duchene 2016, p. 139), akin to circulating commodities in Marx’s terms. 
Thus the two scalar moves that I commented on (i.e. inflating the category of the 
people and commoditizing the latter) are forms of meaning-making that are typical of 
the current digitalization of neoliberal economy – in the campaign, political scientist 
Miguel Lago (2018) warned that Bolsonaro could be “the first Youtuber to become 
president.” Couched in the growing political polarization and register differentiation 
that I will detail below, these scalar moves – enacted by Bolsonaro and his team – 
were at the core of how the “people” became enregistered as a viable emblem in the 
elections.Seen from this perspective, Bolsonaro’s presidential campaign was an 
effective crystallization of an image of a “man from the people,” a leader who is the 
people, as opposed to the political oligarchs. Figure 2 was posted during the campaign 
on Bolsonaro’s Instagram. He is wearing shorts and a T-Shirt of Palmeiras, a popular 
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soccer-team in São Paulo. The random disposition of silverware and the absence of a 
plate for his bread give the impression that he himself informally set the table. He is 
pouring coffee on a glass that is conventionally associated with popular restaurants.  

 

  
Figure 2 – Bolsonaro having breakfast 

   
This picture indexes “the people’s breakfast,” and not the breakfast of a wealthy 

politician. The picture’s efficacy – that is, the large-scale common attention devoted to 
it and the massive portability or entextualization of this image into other discursive 
events – relies on a specific chain of semiotic encounters (Agha 2007) that over a short 
period of time, enregistered the emblem of Bolsonaro as a popular leader. As this 
semiotic chain is crucial for understanding some of the foundations on which the 
branding of Brazil was built in his campaign, I shall single out some of the nodes of 
this semiotic history. 

 
Two nodes in a chain 

 
Even though Jair Bolsonaro had been a federal representative from the state of Rio de 
Janeiro since 1991, he was relatively unknown in Brazilian mainstream political 
debates prior to 2014. In the general elections of 2010, he received 120,646 votes, thus 
occupying the 11th place in the ranking of federal representatives from Rio de Janeiro. 
Yet in 2014 he obtained almost four times more votes (464,572), becoming the first in 
the ranking of his state. The rise in the attention to his name in the period is partly 
related to his concerted social media activity with his sons. This was strategic in 
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capturing conservative demands that floated among myriad others in large-scale 
demonstrations of unrest initiated in June 2013. In this month, Brazil witnessed 
protests that had been unprecedented since the return to democratic law after a military 
dictatorship. Mobilized by the use of digital media, millions of people protested in the 
streets for multiple, and sometimes conflicting, causes. 

The 2013 protests were spontaneous, and refused leadership, centrality, and 
hierarchy. The movement started in São Paulo with a protest by Movimento Passe 
Livre (MPL), or Free Pass Movement, against a bus fare rise in the city. The police 
repressed the movement, and the news about the repression gathered other protesters, 
not necessarily aligned with the initial demands (Singer 2013). Marcos Nobre (2013) 
suggests that a possible commonality among the different groups in the streets was a 
deep social discontent with institutional politics. A process of equivalence, in Laclau’s 
terms, initiated here. But the process hadn’t become populist yet as there was no figure 
of a charismatic leader. Given the appropriate conditions with judge Moro’s 
controversial conviction of Lula in 2018, Bolsonaro would occupy this role.  

The political establishment was shaken in 2013, and Bolsonaro increasingly 
incorporated the credential of an “anti-establishment” politician. His expressive voting 
in 2014 amplified his voice. In a very polarized presidential race in 2014, pro-business 
right wing candidate Aecio Neves lost to Dilma Rousseff by a thin margin of around 3 
million votes (in an universe of 105 million valid votes). Neves did not accept the 
result and requested the ballots to be audited. Soon after the right failed, Bolsonaro, 
then a supporter of Aecio Neves, started campaigning for the presidency. Using his 
travel budget as a federal representative, he travelled around the country, visiting 
events of sectors that would later support him, like the military, agrarian producers, 
evangelical churches, and the security and arms industry. With the aid of his sons, 
(who already had seats in different political houses in the country), he relied on the 
potential of digital media to increase the reach of his political tropes. 
As a federal representative aiming to be a president, Bolsonaro was strategic in 
amplifying the effects of his discriminatory remarks. His positions were popular 
among his electors in Rio de Janeiro and social media followers across Brazil, but his 
tropes had to reach an expanded population, including persons who were not willing to 
align with them. Two events were pivotal in this process of expansion. The first was a 
debate about human rights in the House of Representatives on December 2014. The 
session was intended to discuss the Truth Commission that had been created to 
investigate crimes against humanity during the military dictatorship. A former minister 
of Human Rights, representative Maria do Rosario criticised demands for the return of 
the military regime that had appeared in the mass protests. She also praised the 
military personnel “who are not against the rule of law” (see Falcão & Guerreiro 
2014). Bolsonaro responded to Rosario’s critique by attacking human rights. For him, 
human rights are a protection to “bandits, rapists, criminals, kidnappers, and corrupts.” 
He then turned his disdain for human rights into an offense against Maria do Rosario. 
Invoking a 2003 televised verbal fight between both of them that resulted in Bolsonaro 
pushing Maria do Rosario before the cameras, Bolsonaro said: “Don’t leave, Maria do 
Rosario. Stay there. […] Some days ago [actually, 11 years before] you called me a 
rapist in the House and I said I just wouldn’t rape you because you don’t deserve it. 
Stay here to listen” (cited in Falcão & Guerreiro 2014). While drawing from an 
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incident that had already prompted debate in 2003, Bolsonaro recycled the past insults 
in a period of increasingly polarized disputes between the right and the left. The 
chained verbal slurs were amplified through his social media (see Figure 3), and 
through the national and international press, which gave wide visibility to the case, 
especially as Brazil’s Attorney General filed a criminal charge against Bolsonaro for 
incitement of rape. After this event, Bolsonaro was successful in making his name 
more readily available in the political debate. 
 

 
 

Figure 3 – Bolsonaro insulting Maria do Rosario 
Instagram, December 2014 

 
[Translation: After her homage to the current human rights policies and her lies 
about the military period, I had to put the ex-minister in her own place, that is, in 
the latrine of history. 
Planned victimization and lies are the fuel that keeps parties such as the PT, 
PSOL, and PCdoB alive.] 
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The second amplifying event took place at a session in the House of 
Representatives over the admissibility of Dilma Rousseff’s impeachment, on April 
2016. The live voting session was broadcast over television, radio, and the Internet. 
Already campaigning in small circles, Bolsonaro attracted wide attention to his 
performance by dedicating his vote to Carlos Alberto Brilhante Ustra, the man who 
tortured Rousseff while she was a political prisoner in the dictatorship. In the same 
tumultuous session, Bolsonaro whispered homophobic slurs to leftwing federal 
representative Jean Willys after he dedicated his vote against the impeachment to 
sexual and gender minorities. Distressed by the insults, Willys reacted by spitting on 
Bolsonaro’s face. The retired captain’s homage to a torturer and the spitting on his 
face – as well as their legal consequences – were highly commented on the national 
and international media covering the impeachment, in addition to being the object of 
attention of a large segment of the Brazilian population. The event worked as a 
platform to amplify Bolsonaro’s misogyny, homophobia, scorn for human rights and 
apologies for torture beyond his social circles and digital followers.  

The chain of semiotic encounters above points to some elements relating to the 
weakening of the institutional political system, such as the 2013 protests, Aecio 
Neves’ refusal to accept the electoral result in 2014, and Dilma Rousseff’s 
impeachment in 2016. Besides, in 2017, Michel Temer, the president who took office 
after Rousseff’s ouster, and Aecio Neves, who was working towards finally being 
elected president, were both linked to receiving millions in bribes by Joesley Batista, a 
rich businessman who had been indicted for corruption. As the political establishment 
was being increasingly delegitimized, Bolsonaro’s “voice” was getting amplified, 
especially in the two nodal events narrated above (the verbal aggression to Maria do 
Rosario and the homage to a torturer in the impeachment session) and in their multiple 
recontextualizations in the corporate and social media.  

Obviously, these are only some selected nodes in a much more complex semiotic 
chain. Yet this stretch of a chain may help us unpack some of the social conditions that 
paved the way for the strategic enregisterment of forms of speaking, gesturing and 
imaging that were projected as indexing personae, relations and values from outside 
the political establishment and towards the “people.” Many of these enregistered 
tokens were also capitalized as brands of Brazil and projected into transnational 
circuits. I will move next to the motto of the campaign, “Brazil above everything, God 
above everyone”, which is simultaneously a reference to the military dictatorship that 
was long supported by the U.S. (Black 1977) and to a form of nationalism that aligns 
with current far-right populist governments around the world (Müller 2019). 

 
 

5. “Brazil above everything. God above everyone.” 

  
Bolsonaro was a member of the parachutist brigade while he was in the Army. As a 
congressman, he capitalized on nationalist sentiments that were part of the both the 
mass protests of 2013 and the impeachment movement that began in 2015. In his 
preparation for the presidential campaign, he was baptized as an evangelical without 
renouncing his catholic faith. These three heterogeneous elements – the military, 
nationalism, and Christianity – were conflated into the main motto of Bolsonaro’s 
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campaign: “Brazil above everything. God above everyone.” Indeed, blending 
dissimilar phenomena and commoditizingthem through social circuits is, according to 
Agha (2015), typical of brand work. In his words: “Every brand formulation is the 
precipitate of a metasemiotic discourse that groups disparate phenomena together as 
brand fractions, typifies their sign values, and makes them known to a social domain 
of persons through its own dissemination” (Agha 2015: S175). In this section, I trace 
the emergence of Bolsonaro’s campaign slogan, which appeared in 2015 in his social 
media, was on the cover of the government proposal presented to the electoral justice, 
and is on the background of his social media pages. I look at the social and historical 
indexicality of this slogan, and show how it has guided some of the orientations of his 
international policy.  

Like many brands, the slogan “Brazil above everything. God above everyone” is a 
citation (Nakassis 2012). As is the case of any citation, it cites and displaces previous 
utterances, accumulating the force of a citational social past (Derrida 1977) and 
opening up a social future that is, in many ways, out of control (Butler 1997). “Brazil 
above everything” was initially a greeting created during the military dictatorship by a 
group of nationalist parachutists. Known as Centelha Nativista, or Nativist Spark, this 
group of parachutists was created shortly after the military government issued the 
Institutional Act Number 5 (AI-5), a decree that repressed constitutional freedoms and 
institutionalized torture as mechanics of governance. On an undated article published 
on the Army website, Colonel Claudio Casali narrates that the group aspired to 
“reinforce the national identity and to avoid the fragmentation of the people” created 
by the Marxist ideology, inasmuch as the latter would exploit “discontents in society 
by splitting the people in terms of the old clash of social classes”8. Casali also points 
that the phrase “Brazil, above all” was initially questioned, as it resembled the Nazi 
cry, “Deuschland über alles” [Germany above all], which was part of Hitler’s 
propaganda.  

The Nativist Spark was a dissident group in the military regime. It was against 
freeing the members of a left-wing guerrilla group who had kidnapped the American 
ambassador to Brazil, Charles Bruke Elbrick. Dissatisfied with the agreement between 
the guerrilla members and the Army for releasing the ambassador from captivity, the 
“Group invaded the National Radio” and read a manifesto. Textually, the broadcast 
manifesto invited the Brazilian people to unite themselves and to “be aware that there 
is in our country an internal revolutionary movement, and we now initiate military 
actions for repressing it.” Their manifesto ends by saying, “in the name of God, Brazil 
above all”. 

Casali explains that the Nativist Spark had a plan of overthrowing the ruling sector 
of the military government, which was dissuaded by their superiors. After the failed 
attempt of a coup, “most of its members were transferred to other parts of Brazil, thus 
spreading their message across the country”. Gradually, the cry “Brazil, above all” 
gets to be uttered in military barracks and political reunions. In 1985, the General 
Acrisio Figueira becomes the Commander of the Parachutists Brigade and 

                                                         
8 Casali, Coronel Claudio Tavares. “Brasil, acima de tudo”. [online] Brigada de Infantaria Paraquedista. 
Available at: 
http://www.cipqdt.eb.mil.br/download/trabalhos_cientificos/o_brado_brasil_acima_de_tudo.pdf 
[Acessed 5 June 2019] 

http://www.cipqdt.eb.mil.br/download/trabalhos_cientificos/o_brado_brasil_acima_de_tudo.pdf
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permanently incorporates the cry “Brazil, Above All.” Ten years before, he had visited 
Fort Bragg, in South Carolina, and learned that the military in this garrison greeted 
“Air Born” to their fellows, who in turn responded “All the way.” In Casali’s 
metadiscursive account, Acrisio Figueira thought that the Brazilian motto, like the 
North-American, “could enhance the bond of friendship and the body spirit of his 
Unit.”  

As the semiotic chain above describes, Bolsonaro’s marketing slogan travels 
through a historical transnational circuit aligned to diplomatic and military relations 
with the United States. It is also lodged in a metadiscursive justification that pairs 
itself with the exceptional regime of the military dictatorship while opposing itself to 
Marxism, which it sees as disuniting rather than binding the people together. This 
metadiscourse also denies a formal resemblance between the Nazi’s cry “Deuschland 
über alles” and the far-right Brazilian cry “Brazil above everything.”  

Bridging this citational memory and the mechanics of populism may also be 
relevant for parsing out the efficacy of this slogan. Following Laclau’s (2005a) insight, 
an important element in the elementary branding strategy of Bolsonaro has been the 
transformation of a fragment of the people (the plebs) into the figure of the people (the 
populus). As it seeks to add semiotic and commoditized value to discourse, 
Bolsonaro’s populism is entangled with his branding of Brazil. The slogan “Brazil 
above all. God above everything” is prototypical of this semiotic work. Let me 
exemplify it by analyzing the semiotics of a post in 2015 on Bolsonaro’s Instagram 
(Figure 4). 

 

  
Figure 4          Figure 5 

Instagram - November 20, 2015                 Uncle Sam 
 [Translation: Saturday – 21 Nov. 2015, at 9AM, 
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in the Parachutist Brigade in Rio de Janeiro. It will 
be a pleasure to meet you there! BRAZIL ABOVE ALL] 

 
This post is from a moment (November 2015) when Bolsonaro was still 

transitioning into being a strong candidate for the elections. In capital letters, the 
expression ‘BRASIL ACIMA DE TUDO!’ (“Brazil above all”) has here one of its first 
appearances on a post during his campaign. Three aspects are relevant here. First, the 
post is a form of citation of the famous interpellative image of Uncle Sam’s inviting 
“you” to join the army (Figure 5). Bolsonaro’s post reads: “(Saturday, November 21, 
2015), 9am, at the Parachuting Brigade in Rio de Janeiro. It will be a pleasure to see 
you there!” Second, like Uncle Sam’s ostensive interpellation of the male youths for 
the war, Bolsonaro’s interpellation, “It will be a pleasure to see you there”, is at once 
restrictive and expansionist. Restrictive: in logical terms, the invitation is made to a 
fraction of the people – those who are able to enter the military brigade, and those who 
can come to Rio de Janeiro for the event, in a continental country like Brazil. 
Expansionist: pragmatically, the invitation is uttered as interpellating a whole people 
to be there. Third, this post authenticates the slogan, perhaps turning it more authentic 
than its origins. Bolsonaro himself was a member of the parachutist brigade; one sees a 
montage in the three planes on the post: on the top, parachutists descending from the 
sky; in the middle, a group of parachutists standing still in their commencement; on 
the front, an eagle in the left and Bolsonaro on the right, raising his thumb (resembling 
the index finger of Uncle Sam summoning you to join the Army). In this sense, the 
post seems to be citing these blurred sources as if Bolsonaro himself were the origin, 
inasmuch as he is standing on the place where he began his career, i.e. the parachuting 
brigade.  

Although it only appeared in Bolsonaro’s visual marketing campaign in its full 
form in 2016, the slogan had been partially used on other occasions (i.e., as “Brazil 
above everything”). It replaced the military greeting ‘Selva!’, or ‘Jungle’, that 
Bolsonaro used to write on his posts. “Brazil above everything. God above all” was 
thus gradually incorporated into Bolsonaro’s social media marketing campaign. 
Arranged chronologically, Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 below display a change on the 
signature of ‘Bolsonaro’. Before 2015, when the scale of Bolsonaro’s politics 
comprised Rio de Janeiro rather than Brazil, the name ‘Bolsonaro’ used to appear in 
black and white (see Figure 6). Yet, the protests of 2013 invoked green and yellow – 
the prototypical colors of the Brazilian flag and the national soccer team – as icons of 
patriotism and dissatisfaction with corruption. In 2015, the protests in favor and 
against Dilma Rousseff increasingly grew differentiated in chromatic terms: groups 
favoring Dilma tended to use the red color; those who were against her would display 
green and yellow to iconize their discontent.  
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Figure 6 
Facebook, October 9, 2014 

[“The current PT’s minister of defense 
does not know the difference between 

a helmet and a potty!”] 
 

 
Figure 7 

Facebook, August 3, 2015 
[Meme: PT’s “Captain” Army captain] 

JOSÉ DIRCEU, THE CLAY MITH (feces) 
Denying to listen to the other side, the pathetic Truth Commission, omitted the past of a greater traitor than 
José Genoíno,  known as the GUERRILLA MEMBER OF THE ARAGUAIA FEAST. 
Although he was part of the Cuban Secret Service, DIRCEU – Dr. Daniel – denounced all the 28 members of 
the MOLIPO who did a Guerrilla course in Cuba, all of them arrested upon their return to Brazil. 
Today, arrested for the 3rd time, he would have warned he wouldn’t fall alone. It is the last thing Brazil waits 
as the last act of a scoundrel who tried his best to MAKE BRAZIL COMMUNIST. 
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Figure 8 
Instagram, July 6, 2016 

[To defeat the hardships, one needs FORTALEZA 
(the city name and ‘force’ in Portuguese)] 

Figure 9 
Instagram, August 10, 2016 

[NIOBIUM - NATIONAL WEALTH] 

 
 

As he intensifies his campaigning for president in 2015, Bolsonaro starts to 
incorporate the colors of his side in the protests. Figure 7 is a Facebook post from 
August 2015, when Dilma was facing the beginning of a political and economic crisis. 
The viewer sees Bolsonaro looking to the right. His name is signed as ‘Capitão 
Bolsonaro’, or Captain Bolsonaro on a green stripe against a blue background; on the 
top of the picture, looking to the left is José Dirceu, a former minister of Lula who was 
convicted of corruption. Dirceu is wearing a prisoner’s uniform, holding the bars of a 
prison cell. A red stripe has stamped on it the expression “Capitão do PT”, or Captain 
of the PT.  

On 2016, when the impeachment process against Dilma was initiated in the House 
of Representatives, Bolsonaro incorporates green and yellow stripes as background for 
his signature. These stripes would be reiterated until his being elected on October 
2018. Figure 6 is a post from July 6, 2016. He announces a visit to the city of Fortaleza 
with two of his sons, Carlos and Eduardo. A month later, for the first time his name on 
the green and yellow stripes is followed by the main slogan of his campaign, “Brazil 
above everything. God above everyone.” 

This slogan then became the main brand of Bolsonaro’s campaign, and has been 
largely entextualized in his discourses. In February 2018, Paulo Guedes, an economist 
who did a PhD at the University of Chicago and participated in the first neoliberal 
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experiment in Chile under Pinochet’s dictatorship, joined the campaign. Guedes 
became the economic guarantor of a candidate who knew nothing of economics. He 
also gave a liberal, pro-market punch to a deputy who had historically voted against 
privatizations and in favor of public personnel, especially the military (Gaspar 2018). 
Currently, as a minister of economy, Guedes has kept his promises, and is now trying 
to partially sell Petrobras, a giant national company of oil and gas, and is copying 
models of capitalization for a reform in the pension system – models that have largely 
failed across the world.  

In the field of diplomacy, the adherence of Jair Bolsonaro to populist principles of 
Donald Trump has as guarantor Ernesto Araujo, the current minister of foreign 
relations. A career diplomat, Araujo had already praised Trump in an article titled 
“Trump and the West” (Araujo 2017). Trump’s distinction, for Araujo (2017: 327), 
lies in his binding “nationalism and faith, and faith as an integral part of nationalism, 
and vice-versa”. The latter utterance is the perfect translation of Bolsonaro’s main 
branding of Brazil – the nation and God above everything/everyone. That Araujo’s 
article was written to praise another government, before his formally joining 
Bolsonaro’s campaign, suggests that Araujo’s excerpt and Bolsonaro’s branding are 
predicated on the same citational chain – one that aspires to revert social-democratic 
ideals of recognition of minorities and social redistribution (Fraser 1995) by 
connecting fear of the racial, sexual and gender Others with privatism and deregulation 
of markets. Far-right populisms across the world – from Trump to Orbán to Duterte – 
have largely adhered to this chain. 

In his article, Araujo (2017) spells out a speech by Trump in Poland at the 
beginning of his presidency. Trump “summons the Europeans to join the United States 
and regiment the defense of their common essence” (p. 326). For Araujo, Trump 
rescues the “essence of the West” by valorizing the “heroes, the ancestors, the soul, the 
nation, the family, and God” (p. 329). In his words, the enemies of this essence are not 
States such as China or Russia, or religions like Islam, but the “abandonment of the 
West’s own identity”. In this sense, “Islam is only a threat because it found a 
spiritually fragile West, alien to itself” (p. 331). For him, Trump emerged to recuperate 
the West’s soul and God, thereby “yielding a therapy for rescuing the West’s lost 
personality” (p. 332).  

Paulo Guedes and Ernesto Araujo’s current activity as ministers confirm that 
Bolsonaro’s branding draws its force from an accumulating past while pointing to an 
uncertain, perhaps catastrophic future. Even orthodox economists agree that Guedes’ 
reforms and state austerity are rapidly pushing the economy into a recession (Bolle 
2019, Lisboa 2019). Against the Brazilian diplomatic tradition, Araujo has supported 
alignments of Brazil against the Arab world, other South American countries, and 
China, which promise an even harsher slump in the country’s economic situation.  
 

Conclusion 

This paper has argued that the branding of Brazil in Bolsonaro’s presidential campaign 
and early executive career has involved the commoditization of enregistered tokens 
and citations of recent political debates and polarizations in Brazil. In the 
intensification of clashes between the left and the right that followed Dilma Rousseff’s 
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contested re-election in 2014 and impeachment process started in 2015, Bolsonaro 
went from being a nationally unknown federal deputy into a national and international 
populist icon. Scholars in political science and anthropology argue that the efficacy of 
Bolsonaro’s campaign depended on a hidden “science of populism” (Cesarino 2019) 
that was enacted on digital media and fractally replicated by users of WhatsApp 
groups and social media websites. In this paper, I pointed to some historical and 
sociolinguistic conditions that were pivotal for the formation of a popular register, 
highly effective in communicating the discontents with institutional politics that 
circulated in those WhatsApp groups, chained social media posts, as well as in 
everyday talk.  

Jair Bolsonaro, a candidate from the far-right political spectrum who benefited 
from the contested imprisonment of Lula da Silva, enacted a populist discourse that 
entextualized semiotic units from transnational and local politics in order to 
interpellate certain national publics and rationalize particular ideas as valid for them. 
Citations from an authoritarian past, international politicians, transnational institutions, 
national parties, the world press, and the market have played a pivotal role both in the 
domestic campaign and in the simultaneous branding of Brazil as a place that 
represents conservative values and aspirations.  

Bolsonaro’s branding couched his historically misogynistic, racist, homophobic 
and anti-indigenous stance in the populist performance of politicians such as Donald 
Trump and Rodrigo Duterte. This right-wing populist branding contrasted with Lula’s 
branded tokens of the Workers Party’s international politics. Lula’s branding of Brazil 
largely drew from international acknowledgement of the social wellbeing that the 
Workers Party has granted to the poor, as well as its economic and redistributive 
accomplishments. In this sense, my main argument regarding country branding was 
that not only the enregistered depictions of Brazil by the competing candidates to 
international and national publics was radically distinct, but also that branding a nation 
is, due to its political nature, disjunctive and conflictive from the very outset. Seen 
historically, the Brazilian political branding of certain aspects of the country’s 
economy and culture is part of clashes and disputes that never start, and never stop, in 
Brazil itself, but in the flow of political and economic forces that characterizes 
globalization. 
 

--------------------- 
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